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Abstract
We consider a new model of many-to-one matching markets in which agents with
multi-unit demand aim to maximize a cardinal linear objective subject to multidimensional knapsack constraints. The choice functions of agents with multi-unit demand are
therefore not substitutable. As a result, pairwise stable matchings may not exist and,
even when they do, may be highly inefficient. We provide an algorithm that finds a
group-stable matching that approximately satisfies all the multidimensional knapsack
constraints. A novel ingredient in our algorithm is a combination of matching with
contracts and Scarf’s Lemma. The degree of the constraint violation is proportional to
the sparsity of the constraint matrix. The algorithm therefore provides practical error
bounds for applications in several contexts, such as refugee resettlement, matching of
children to daycare centers, and meeting diversity requirements in colleges. Our simulations using refugee resettlement data suggest that constraint violations are small in
practice. Moreover, our approach produces outcomes that are not only more stable
but also more efficient than outcomes of the Deferred Acceptance algorithm.
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Introduction

The theory of two-sided many-to-one matching markets pioneered by Gale and Shapley
(1962) has informed a large number of successful applications in entry-level labor markets
(Roth, 1984), school choice (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003), and college admissions
(Hassidim et al., 2017). A key feature in the (re-)design of many successful centralized
matching markets is the use of mechanisms that produce stable outcomes i.e. matchings
that are immune to blocking coalitions of agents who prefer each other to their current
matches (Roth and Xing, 1994; Roth, 2002).
A matching is group-stable (pairwise stable) if no group (pair) of agents who are not
matched to each other would be better off by being matched together. Theory and practice offer at least three reasons why rules that produce (even pairwise) stable outcomes in
matching markets perform well. First, stable allocations prevent agents rematching in order
to improve upon the outcome (Roth, 1991). This gives participants confidence that they do
not need to waste time looking for better matches. Second, stability encodes an appealing
notions of fairness in the sense of eliminating waste and justifiable envy. For example, in
the context of school choice if a student misses out on a school place in a stable mechanism
then no student with a lower priority could have been admitted to that school (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003). Third, in large markets, stable mechanisms could also encourage
participation in the marketplace and discourage early matches (Roth and Shorrer, 2018).
In classic models of many-to-one matching with maximum quotas or substitutable preferences, a pairwise stable matching exists and can be found by Gale and Shapley’s Deferred
Acceptance algorithm (Gale and Shapley, 1962; Kelso and Crawford, 1982; Hatfield and Milgrom, 2005).1 Furthermore, in these simple settings, pairwise stable matchings coincide with
group-stable matchings. Hence, pairwise stable matchings not only exist and are immune to
arbitrary blocking coalitions, but are also Pareto-efficient.
1

An agent’s preferences satisfy substitutability if whenever an agent rejects an offer, he also rejects the
offer from a larger offer set.
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If agents’ preferences are not substitutable (e.g. there are complementarities or “couples”), pairwise matchings may not exist at all (Roth, 1984). Moreover, if preferences exhibit
strong complementarities, then pairwise stable matchings may be highly inefficient. Finding
group-stable matchings can mitigate efficiency losses, however, substitutability is, in fact, a
necessary condition for the existence of group-stable outcomes in matching markets without
transfers (Hatfield and Kojima, 2008).
In this paper, we consider a class of matching markets in which there are (i) strict, ordinal
preferences for unit-demand agents (henceforth unit agents), (ii) linear, cardinal objective
functions for agents with multi-unit demand (henceforth multi-unit agents), (iii) multidimensional knapsack constraints on the capacities of multi-unit agents. Our setting can therefore
capture a very general structure of preferences and capacity constraints. In particular, unit
agents can have a “size” on each dimension while multi-unit agents choose their matches
by maximizing a linear objective subject to their individual multidimensional knapsack constraints. Since multi-unit agents are effectively solving their own multidimensional knapsack
problems, their induced preferences can exhibit both substitutability and complementarity.
In order to analyze group-stable matchings in our model, we consider fractional matchings.
In a fractional matching, an agent may be matched to a fraction of another agent. One
interpretation of a fractional matching is that agents are matched to each other with a given
probability or for a fraction of the time. We analyze the structure of fractional matchings
using Scarf’s Lemma (Scarf, 1967). We provide bounds (in terms of the relative “sizes” of
“largest” unit agents) on constraint violations and on the loss in the value of any multi-unit
agent’s objective function which can occur when we round fractional group-stable matchings
to integral group-stable matchings.
There are many applications of our model and we discuss the following three in detail
(see Table 1 for a summary).

Refugee resettlement Around 50,000 refugees are resettled to the United States every
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year. Nine American resettlement agencies coordinate networks of dozens of local communities (which we refer to as localities) with support refugees during their first few years in
the United States. Localities are allowed to admit different numbers of refugees and offer
different services (e.g. language support, support for large families, support for single parents
etc.) that may or may not match the needs of the refugees (Delacrétaz et al., 2016; Trapp
et al., 2018). In order to secure government approval to conduct resettlement, resettlement
agencies must aim to maximize the number of refugees who are employed within 90 days
of arrival. Some resettlement agencies have begun using integer optimization and machine
learning in order to improve refugee outcomes (Bansak et al., 2018; Trapp et al., 2018),
however, as far as we know refugee preferences over localities are presently not collected
anywhere in the world.

Daycare allocation Daycare allocation might, at first sight, appear similar to school
choice: authorities aim to produce allocations which are fair and efficient with respect to
parents’ preferences and schools’ or kindergartens’ priorities. Priorities are often created in
order to satisfy broader societal objectives, e.g., to minimize distance walked or time travelled
for children (Shi, 2015; Veski et al., 2017; Biró and Gudmundsson, 2019). As in school choice,
a daycare center would typically prioritize children who live nearest. However, there are two
crucial distinctions between school choice and daycare choice. First, families often want to
send more than one child to the same daycare center because they are responsible for picking
them up and dropping them off. Second, parents often want to send different numbers of
children to daycare on different days of the week because they are working flexibly or parttime (Delacrétaz, 2019; Kamada and Kojima, 2019). This means that demand for a daycare
center, unlike for a school, is not necessarily uniform across weekdays.

College admissions Many universities and colleges around the world take into account
diversity considerations in their admissions decisions (Aygün and Turhan, 2017). Students’
diversity manifests itself on a number of dimensions e.g. income, race, or gender. A student
4

Refugee resettlement
Unit agents
Refugee families
Localities
Multi-unit agents
Max. employment
Objective
Needs and services
Constraints

Daycare allocation
College admissions
Children
Students
Daycare centers
Colleges
Min. distance walked Max. exam score
Days of the week
Diversity

Table 1: Examples of applications of our model
may be in a minority category for several diversity dimensions simultaneously. For example,
students applying to Brazilian universities can declare their membership in any set of the
disadvantaged groups (Aygün and Bó, 2016). Colleges have quotas for different types of
groups. At the same time, instead of using simple priority lists, colleges often prefer to
maximize a cardinal metric such as average test scores of admitted applicants. Similarly,
in India, students applying for publicly funded higher education institutions can declare
membership of one of the constitutionally protected social categories (known as “scheduled
castes”, “schedules tribes”, and “other backward classes”) as well as other characteristics
that merit affirmative action (e.g., disability) (Sönmez and Yenmez, 2019). A student’s
type is therefore a (0,1)-vector indicating membership of the relevant categories. Colleges
and universities, are in turn, obliged to meet complex affirmative action criteria that apply
within and across these categories while admitting the most meritorious candidates (Sönmez
and Yenmez, 2019).

1.1

Our contribution

Our paper makes three contributions to the theory of matching market design: modelling,
structural, and algorithmic. Our modelling contribution is to develop a new theory of manyto-one fractional matching with general preferences and constraints while using a powerful solution concept. In particular, multi-unit agents in our model have preferences that
arise from solving integer or linear programs. We therefore extend the theory of fractional
matchings by allowing for a new preference class, multidimensional constraints, and group
deviations. Matching markets with the features of our model arise naturally in a number of
5

applications.
For our first result, we prove that fractional group-stable matchings exist using Scarf’s
Lemma (Theorem 1). The main novelty here is not the existence result itself (existence
can be also shown by a fixed-point argument), but developing the machinery that we apply
throughout the paper. Scarf’s Lemma proves the existence of a particular dominating vector
in a system of linear inequalities defined by a matrix Q. The columns of the constraint
matrix describing the inequalities can interpreted as representing possible blocking coalitions.
Theorem 1 shows that such a dominating vector is close to a fractional group-stable matching.
Theorem 2 then shows that with a small enough price increment, the dominating vector is
a fractional group-stable matching.
We then develop an Iterative Rounding (IR) algorithm that relaxes capacity constraints
in order to find an integral group-stable matching from a nearby fractional group-stable
matching (Figure 1). We prove two key results. First, we show that the bound on the
violation of constraints is proportional to the sparsity of the constraint matrix (in relative
terms), which is measured by its maximum column sum (Theorem 3). The maximum column
sum represents the relative “size” of the “largest” unit agent. Therefore, if all unit agents are
fairly small relative to the capacity of the multi-unit agents, constraint violations are likely
to be minimal. Second, we provide a bound on the loss in relative value of the objective for
any multi-unit agent (Theorem 4). This bound in terms of the relative “size” as well as the
relative contribution to the objective function of the “largest” agent.
Our algorithm is a novel combination of Scarf’s Lemma and a rounding procedure. We
build on the approach of Nguyen and Vohra (2018), however, we make a number of substantial
extensions and modifications. The novelty of our approach is the way we apply Scarf’s
Lemma to capture group stability. To use Scarf’s Lemma for stable matching problems,
one needs to create a constraint matrix Q, where each column corresponds to a possible
blocking coalition. Hitherto, two methods to construct such a matrix have been proposed:
first, with columns corresponding to all possible blocking coalitions (Scarf, 1967); second,
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with columns corresponding to small blocking coalitions (a hospital and a doctor, or a doctor
couple and two hospitals; see Nguyen and Vohra (2018)). While Nguyen and Vohra’s method
only obtains matchings that are immune to deviations by small coalitions, Scarf’s method
can, in principle, capture group stability. However, the disadvantage of Scarf’s method is
that the resulting constraint matrix is not sparse which prevents us from guaranteeing small
error bounds in the rounding procedure.
Our main structural contribution is a new way of combining ideas from matching with
contracts with Scarf’s method in order to create an appropriate constraint matrix. A contract
specifies both agents in the match as well as a “price” for one of the dimensions of the
knapsack constraints. Our method allows us to get the best of both methods: the sparsity
of our constraint matrix does not change, but the prices specified in the contracts still allow
us to capture group stability via pairwise stability.
Finally, we implement our algorithm and compare it with the traditional Deferred Acceptance algorithm using data of the refugee resettlement program run by the Hebrew Immigrant
Aid Society (HIAS) in 2017. The simulation results show that the violations of capacity constraints are much smaller in practice than the theoretical bounds. Furthermore, we show
that compared with the DA algorithm our approach produces solutions that are not only
more stable, but also more efficient.

1.2

Related Work

Our paper contributes to several strands of the matching theory literature. Our model
is closest to the recent work of Delacrétaz et al. (2016) and Kamada and Kojima (2019).
There are three main differences. First, both these papers assume that multi-unit agents
have strict, ordinal priority list over single-unit agents. We assume that multi-unit agents can
express cardinal preferences via a linear objective function. Second, the model of Kamada
and Kojima (2019) allows for completely general feasibility constraints whereas we, like
Delacrétaz et al. (2016), only allow for general upper bound constraints. In particular, we
7

do not consider minimum quotas that are, in principle, permitted by Kamada and Kojima’s
model (see also Biró et al. (2010); Ehlers et al. (2014); Fragiadakis et al. (2016)). Third,
both Delacrétaz et al. (2016) and Kamada and Kojima (2019) focus on solution concepts
that are only immune to pairwise blocks (e.g. “fairness” or “weak envy-freeness”). We focus
on a solution concept that rules out arbitrary coalitional deviations. We show that in our
setting this group stability is necessary in order to avoid highly undesirable outcomes.
Our methods extend and adapt methods from the literature on fractional stable matchings
(Tan, 1991; Roth et al., 1993; Teo and Sethuraman, 1998; Aharoni and Holzman, 1998;
Aharoni and Fleiner, 2003; Dean et al., 2006; Sethuraman et al., 2006; Király and Pap, 2008;
Biró and Fleiner, 2016; Bronfman et al., 2018). Our workhorse is Scarf’s Lemma which was
originally introduced in order to guarantee a non-empty core of NTU games (Scarf, 1967). A
number of papers have applied Scarf’s Lemma to find (fractional) stable matchings (Király
and Pap, 2008; Biró and Fleiner, 2016; Wu, 2018). Nguyen and Vohra (2018) used Scarf’s
Lemma to pin down a scale-free bound on the capacity adjustment for each (and total)
hospital quota that would guarantee the existence of a stable outcome in a model of doctorhospital matching with couples. Nguyen and Vohra (2017) also consider matching problem
with diversity constraints described as soft proportionality constraints (e.g., a school aims
to ensure that a certain fraction of students has a disadvantaged socio-economic status).
However, their simpler preference model obviated the need to worry about the sparsity of
the constraint matrix. Moreover, both Nguyen and Vohra (2017) and Nguyen and Vohra
(2018) were primarily concerned with pairwise stability.
More broadly, our paper is related to matching market design literature on: distributional
and diversity constraints in school choice (e.g., Erdil and Kumano (2012); Kamada and Kojima (2012, 2015); Echenique and Yenmez (2015); Gonczarowski et al. (2019)); matching
with “sizes” (e.g., Biró and McDermid (2014); Delacrétaz (2019)); combinatorial clock auctions with complex knapsack constraints (e.g., Milgrom (2017); Milgrom and Segal (2018));
assignment with complementarities (e.g., Nguyen et al. (2016)); and large matching markets
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in which fractional matchings have a natural interpretation as a probability of assignment
(e.g., Azevedo and Leshno (2016); Jagadeesan (2017); Che and Tercieux (2018); Noda (2018);
Che et al. (2018));
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and definitions of
stability concepts. We will use refugee resettlement terminology to illustrate the model.
Section 2.4 gives two examples that motivate our focus on group stability, highlighting the
poor performance of greedy algorithms and undesirability of pairwise stability. Section 3
presents Scarf’s Lemma and the results on the existence and properties of fractional groupstable matchings. Section 4 develops the IR algorithm that finds nearby integral group-stable
matchings from a fractional group-stable matching. Section 5 presents simulation results.
Section 6 is a brief conclusion. The appendix contains technical proofs.

2

Model

We adapt the model of matching with multidimensional constraints due to Delacrétaz et al.
(2016) to allow for more complex objective functions for multi-unit agents and for fractional
matchings.

2.1

Agents and matchings

There is a finite set f ∈ F of unit agents that we refer to as families (resp. children/students)
and a finite set ` ∈ L of multi-unit agents that we refer to as localities (resp. daycare
centers/colleges) .
Localities provide finite capacity of different services (resp. days of the week/diversity
categories) from a finite set S. We normalize the capacity of each service at each locality to 1.
We often refer to these capacities as service constraints. Each family requires some fraction
s
of the capacity of each service at each locality. Let αf,`
∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of the

capacity of service s that family f requires at `. Note that we allow families to require some
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services in some localities but not in others. Several families can be matched to a locality, but
any family can be matched to at most one locality. For each family, there is a set of acceptable
localities L̄f ⊆ L and for each locality ` there is a set of acceptable families F̄` ⊆ F . Consider
the set of mutually acceptable family-locality pairs A = {(f, `) | ` ∈ L̄f and f ∈ F̄` }.
Definition 1. A vector µ ∈ R|F |×|L| is a fractional matching if
• µf,` = 0 for all (f, `) ∈ (F × L) \ A,
• 0 ≤ µf,` ≤ 1 for all (f, `) ∈ A,
•

X

•

X

µf,` ≤ 1 for all f ∈ F , and

`∈L
s
αf,`
µf,` ≤ 1 for all ` ∈ L and s ∈ S.

f ∈F

Let us examine the definition of fractional matchings. We can think of µ as a vector
of matching probabilities. The first two conditions say that any family-locality pair that
is not mutually acceptable must have a matching probability of zero, but any mutually
acceptable pair can have a positive matching probability. The third condition says that
the total probability of assignment across localities for any given family cannot be greater
P
than 1. Therefore, the remaining probability 1 − `∈L µf,` is the family’s probability of
being unmatched. The final condition is a feasibility condition: it says that the probabilityweighted service needs of the families matched to a locality cannot exceed the locality’s
capacity for any service.
For a fractional matching µ, denote by Lµf (resp. F`µ ) the set of localities (resp. families)
for which µf,` > 0. For any fractional matching µ and any f define a vector µf ∈ R|L| such
that µf = (µf,` )`∈L . For any fractional matching µ and any ` define a vector µ` ∈ R|F | such
that µ` = (µf,` )f ∈F . A fractional matching µ is an integral matching if µf,` ∈ {0, 1}.
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2.2

Preferences

Families have preferences over localities. We denote by f the strict ordinal preference list
of family f over L̄f (localities L \ L̄f are unacceptable for f ). We write ` f `0 (f weakly
prefers ` to `0 ) to denote that either ` f `0 (f prefers ` to `0 ) or ` = `0 .
Families’ preference lists also allow families to compare some fractional matchings.
Definition 2. A family f is missing out on an acceptable locality ` ∈ L̄f under a fractional
matching µ if
•

P

`0 ∈L

µf,`0 =

P

`0 ∈L̄f

µf,`0 < 1, or

• there exists a locality `0 ∈ L̄f such that ` f `0 and µf,`0 > 0.
Given family f ’s preference list, there are two ways in which f can miss out on an
acceptable locality `. First, f might want to shift its probability mass from being unmatched
to `. If f has some probability of being unmatched, it will be missing out on all its acceptable
localities L̄f . Alternatively, even if f has a zero probability of being unmatched, f might
prefer to shift its probability mass from a less preferred acceptable locality `0 where it has a
positive probability of assignment to the more preferred acceptable locality `.
Preferences of each locality arise from a maximizing a linear objective subject to a set
of multidimensional knapsack constraints. In particular, each locality ` assigns a value
vf,` ∈ R≥0 to each f ∈ F̄` (vf,` = −∞ for any f ∈ F \ F̄` ). Given a set of available families
(i.e. the locality’s choice set) F 0 ⊆ F , locality ` solves the following integer program INT` (F 0 )
maximize

X

vf,` · xf,`

f ∈F 0

subject to

X

s
αf,`
· xf,` ≤ 1 for every s ∈ S

(INT` (F 0 ))

f ∈F 0

xf,` ∈ {0, 1}

for every f ∈ F 0 .

Denote by V` (F 0 ) the value of objective INT` (F 0 ). We say that a locality prefers (resp.
weakly prefers) F 0 to F if V` (F 0 ) > V` (F ) (resp. V` (F 0 ) ≥ V` (F )).
11

We also consider a relaxation of INT` (F 0 ) to the following linear program LIN` (F 0 )

maximize

X

vf,` · xf,`

f ∈F 0

subject to

X

(LIN` (F 0 ))

s
αf,`
· xf,` ≤ 1 for every s ∈ S

f ∈F 0

for every f ∈ F 0 .

xf,` ∈ [0, 1]

Denote by Ve` (F 0 ) the value of objective LIN` (F 0 ).

2.3

Stability concepts

In this paper, we use a several strong stability concepts in the context of fractional and
integral matchings.
Definition 3. An integral matching µ is group-stable if for any locality ` ∈ L and for any
P
set of families F 0 ⊆ F that are missing out on ` under µ, we have that f ∈F µ vf,` · µf,` =
`

V` (F`µ )

≥

V` (F`µ

0

∪ F ).

An integral matching is group-stable if there is no blocking coalition i.e locality ` and
group of families F 0 such that all families F 0 prefer ` to their current matches and ` prefers
to rematch with all families F 0 (perhaps alongside some families in F`µ ). Note that since
V` (·) is monotonic, V` (F`µ ) ≥ V` (F`µ ∪ F 0 ) actually implies that V` (F`µ ) = V` (F`µ ∪ F 0 ).
Our next definition extends the definition of group stability to fractional matchings.
Definition 4. A fractional matching µ is group-stable if for any locality ` ∈ L and for any
P
set of families F 0 ⊆ F that are missing out on ` under µ, we have that f ∈F µ vf,` · µf,` =
`

Ve` (F`µ )

≥

Ve` (F`µ

0

∪ F ).

A fractional matching is also group-stable if there is no blocking coalition i.e. a locality `
and a group of families F 0 who are missing out on ` would prefer to change their matching
probabilities. More precisely, for every locality `, µ attains the maximum value of the
objective even when we expand the choice set of ` to include any subset of the families who
12

missing out on `. Notice, this definition actually implies Ve` (F`µ ) = Ve` (F`µ ∪ F 0 ) as Ve (·) is
monotone.
We also need the following notion of approximate group stability.
Definition 5. A fractional matching µ is ε-group-stable (for some ε > 0) if for any locality
` ∈ L and for any set of families F 0 ⊆ F that are missing out on ` under µ, we have that
P
0
e µ
f ∈F µ vf,` · µf,` ≥ V` (F` ∪ F ) − ε.
`

A fractional matching is ε-group-stable if any ` could improve the current value of its
objective (under µ) by at most ε when its choice set is expanded to include families that are
missing out on `.
Finally, we define pairwise stable matchings which are immune to blocking coalitions
comprising at most one locality and one family.
Definition 6. A fractional (resp. integral) matching is pairwise stable if it is group-stable
whenever |F 0 | = 1.

2.4

Inadequacy of pairwise stability

In classical settings of many-to-one matching, group-stable and pairwise stable matchings
coincide and both are Pareto-efficient. This is no longer the case for our model. In a setting
of matching with multidimensional knapsack constraints, pairwise stable outcome can be
extremely inefficient. We now provide two examples that illustrate this point.2
Example 1. Suppose there is one locality ` and one service s. There is a set of families
{f1 , . . . , f101 }. Suppose that αfs1 = 1 and αfsi =

1
100

for all i ∈ {2, . . . , 101}. Suppose that

vf1 = 1 and vfi = 0.99. Then, there is pairwise stable matching in which (i) only f1 is matched
to `, and (ii) the V` ({f1 }) = 1. This matching is, however, not a group stable matching.
Locality ` would prefer to block this outcome with any group of agents (of cardinality 2 or
2

Since there is only one locality in both examples, we abuse notation by suppressing the ` subscript
s
thereby using αfs to denote αf,`
and vf to denote vf,` .
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larger) from {f2 , . . . , f101 }. The unique group stable matching matches one hundred families
fi for i ∈ {2, . . . , 101} to ` yielding V` ({f2 , . . . , f101 }) = 99.
The first example emphasizes that very inefficient pairwise stable matching might potentially exist. However, when |S| = 1, appropriate greedy algorithms for the knapsack problem
(that adjust value of the family by its “size”) are unlikely to result in such highly inefficient
outcomes. However, greedy algorithms might still be very inefficient when |S| > 1 as the
following example shows.
Example 2. Suppose there is one locality ` and two services s1 and s2 . There is a set of
s

families {f1 , f2 , . . . , f102 }. Suppose that αfs11 = αfs22 = 1, αfs21 = αfs12 = 1/100, αfji =

1
100

for all i ∈ {3, . . . , 102} and j ∈ {1, 2}. Suppose that vf1 = vf2 = 3 and vfi = 1 for all
i ∈ {3, . . . , 102}. Then the greedy algorithm which ranks families according to the adjusted
value ṽf = vf ( α1s1 + α1s2 ) only matches f1 yielding V` ({f1 }) = 3. This is because the adjusted
f

f

+
values are: ṽf1 = ṽf2 = 3 × ( 100
1

100
)
100

= 303 and ṽfi = 1 × ( 100
+
1

100
)
1

= 200 for all

i ∈ {3, . . . , 102}. However, the group-stable matching matches 100 families i ∈ {3, . . . , 102}
yielding V` ({f3 , . . . , f102 }) = 100.
We now show that group stability overcomes undesirable properties of a pairwise stable
matchings and yields more efficient matchings.
An integral matching is wasteful if an unmatched group of families can strictly improve
the objective of some locality that is acceptable to all these families.
Definition 7. An integral matching µ is wasteful if there is a non-empty set of families
F 0 ⊆ F and a locality ` such that
• ` ∈ L̄f for all f ∈ F 0 ,
•

P

`∈L

µf,` = 0 for all f ∈ F 0 ,

• V` (F 0 ∪ F`µ ) > V` (F`µ ).
Proposition 1. Suppose that A = F × L, that is, all localities and families are mutually
acceptable. If µ is group-stable then it is not wasteful.
14

Proof. Suppose that µ is wasteful. Consider F 0 and ` as in the definition of wastefulness.
Since all family-locality pairs are acceptable then all families in F 0 must be missing out on
every locality. In particular, all families in F 0 are missing out on `. But ` prefers F 0 ∪ F`µ to
F`µ . Hence, µ is not group-stable.
We now show that group stability implies Pareto optimality from the point of view of
families.
Definition 8. An integral matching µ is Pareto-dominated for families by another integral
0

0

matching µ0 if for all f ∈ F we have that Lµf f Lµf and for at least one family Lµf f Lµf .
Proposition 2. If a group-stable integral matching µ is Pareto-dominated for families by
another integral matching µ0 , then all localities weakly prefer µ to µ0 .
0

0

Proof. Suppose some locality ` prefers F`µ to F`µ . Therefore F`µ 6= F`µ . Consider all families
that switched their localities in µ to locality ` in µ0 . All these families prefer ` to their
localities in µ. This implies that µ was not group-stable.
Note that in the previous result, we do not require that µ0 is group-stable. Therefore, there
is no efficiency loss when considering group-stable outcomes. The preceding two propositions
give us the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Given a group-stable integral matching µ, there cannot be any other matching
P
P
0
µ0 weakly preferred by all families such that `∈L V` (F`µ ) > `∈L V` (F`µ ).
Therefore, given any group-stable matching µ we cannot find another matching µ0 (groupstable or otherwise) that is weakly preferred by all families and that yields a higher total
value of localities’ objectives.

3

Fractional group-stable matchings

In order to eventually obtain an integral group-stable matching, we first use Scarf’s Lemma
to construct a fractional group-stable matching. We then use a rounding procedure to obtain
15

an integral group-stable matching by relaxing some service constraints. At a high level, our
approach is similar to that of Nguyen and Vohra (2018). However, unlike Nguyen and Vohra
(2018), we are interested in group-stable matchings and we have multidimensional knapsack
constraints so we develop a novel way to use Scarf’s Lemma.

3.1

Scarf ’s Lemma

In order state Scarf’s Lemma, we need the following definition which is closely related to
various stability concepts.
Definition 9. Let Q be an n × m non-negative matrix with at least one non-zero entry in
each row and q ∈ Rn+ . Associated with each row i ∈ {1, .., n} of Q is a weak order i over
the set of columns j for which Qi,j > 0. A vector x ≥ 0 satisfying Qx ≤ q dominates column
P
j of Q if there exists a row i such that m
j=1 Qi,j xj = qi and k i j for all k ∈ {1, .., m} such
that Qi,k > 0 and xk > 0. In this case, we also say x dominates column j at row i.
To interpret this definition it is helpful to reinterpret matrix Q whose entries are in the
interval [0, 1]. Let us associate each row of Q with an agent and interpret each column as
the characteristic vector of a coalition of agents. Thus, Qij > 0 means that agent i is in the
j th coalition. The weak order i can be seen as agent i’s weak preference ordering over all
the columns/coalitions of A that contains agent i. Each non-zero component of a feasible
vector x, in other words Qx ≤ q, corresponds to a coalition. For the domination, consider a
coalition, say S, not selected by x. If x dominates S, there is at least one agent i ∈ S such
that i weakly prefers all the coalitions in the support of x (i.e., that include it) over S.
We use the following version of Scarf’s Lemma due to Király and Pap (2008).
Lemma 1 (Scarf, 1967; Király and Pap, 2008). Let Q be an n × m non-negative matrix and
q ∈ Rn+ . Then there exists an extreme point of {x ∈ Rm
+ : Qx ≤ q} that dominates every
column of Q.
Throughout the paper we will refer to x as a dominating vector.
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3.2

Intuition for our approach

Nguyen and Vohra (2018) use Scarf’s Lemma by interpreting each column of the constraint
matrix as a possible blocking coalition, which in their case is either a pair of a doctor and
a hospital or a small group containing a couple of doctors and two hospitals. A dominating
vector in this context is therefore only immune to blocking coalitions of small groups of
agents.
So how can we capture all blocking coalitions? One possible way to do this is to expand
the columns of the constraint matrix Q to allow for all possible blocking coalitions (see, for
example, Scarf (1967) and Wu (2018)). Unfortunately, the sparsity of the constraint matrix,
measured by the maximum column sum, would significantly increase, which would not allow
us to obtain a satisfactory bound on constraint relaxation required to round from a fractional
group-stable matching to an integral group-stable matching.
The main technical innovation in this paper is to reinterpret the constraint matrix Q in a
novel way. First, we associate each column of Q with a family-locality pair. We then expand
the set of columns in order to capture contract terms between the family and the locality
rather than trying to capture larger coalitions. The value of an acceptable family f at a
locality `, i.e. vf,` , can be thought of as a “budget” for the match. The contract between
f and ` specifies how this budget is “spent” among the service constraints at `. We then
create “preferences” for the families and for the service constraints over the contracts, based
on how the budget in the contracts is spent on these constraints.
We show that in this case a dominating vector corresponds to a group-stable matching.
In particular, the way in which the budget is spent in each budget at the dominating vector
can be interpreted as “competitive prices” for each service. This interpretation allows us
to use the Complementary Slackness Theorem from linear programming (see Appendix A)
to show that in the extended model of matching with contracts, a pairwise stable matching
maps back to a group-stable matching in the original matching problem.
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3.3

Applying Scarf ’s Lemma to matching markets with complex
constraints

We now formally show how to apply Scarf’s Lemma to the problem of matching with multidimensional knapsack constraints.
For each locality ` and each family f , we associate each service constraint s at ` with
a price psf,` . This price is the amount that family f would like to spend on the service
constraint s at locality `. Price psf,` takes values from a finite set {0, , 2, . . . }, where  > 0
is a price increment which can be chosen arbitrarily.
A contract between family f and locality ` is a variable xf,`,p which can take values
between 0 and 1 where p is a price vector of length |S| specifying one price psf,` for each
service s at `. Contract xf,`,p can therefore be interpreted as a probability that f is matched
to ` at a price vector p. Recall that we can interpret vf,` as the budget for the match between
f and `. To avoid “over-spending” the budget, we assume that
X

s
αf,`
· psf,` ≤ vf,`

(1)

s∈S

for all f and `. Let Pf,` be the set of all feasible price vectors p satisfying equation (1).
Let xf,`,p ∈ [0, 1] be a vector that solves the following system
X X

s
αf,`
· xf,`,p ≤ 1

for every ` ∈ L and s ∈ S,

(2)

xf,`,p ≤ 1

for every f ∈ F.

(3)

f ∈F p∈Pf,`

X X
`∈L p∈Pf,`

Define
xf,` :=

X

xf,`,p for all f, `.

(4)

p∈Pf,`

Then the vector (xf,` ) is, in fact, a fractional matching.
Our goal is to use Scarf’s Lemma for this system, and show that the fractional matching
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s
xf,` is group-stable. Let Q be the matrix whose entries are coefficients (αf,`
and 1) in the

system (2)—(3). The rows of Q correspond to each family and to each locality-service pair.
Hence, the number of rows of Q is |L| · |S| + |F |. Each column of Q corresponds to a contract
P
xf,`,p between f and ` and a price vector p. Hence, there are f,` |Pf,` | columns in Q.
We then define an ordering of each row of Q over the columns that are in the support of
that row. As in Scarf’s Lemma, column j in the support of row i if Qij > 0. The ordering
is defined as follows:
• The ordering of a row corresponding to a family f is based on the preference list f
of family f over localities. The row corresponding to a family f is indifferent between
any two columns xf,`,p and xf,`,p0 for any p 6= p0 .
• The ordering of a row corresponding to locality–service pair (`, s) is based on the
decreasing order of the price psf,` . Therefore, the (`, s)-row prefers xf,`,p to xf 0 ,`,p0 if
psf,` > p0s
f 0 ,` . Therefore, (`, s)-row prefers the contract that “pays” a higher price for s.
The (`, s)-row is indifferent between the other columns.
By Scarf’s Lemma, there exists an extreme point x∗ of {x : Qx ≤ 1} that dominates
every column of Q.
Theorem 1. For any price increment  > 0, let (x∗f,`,p ) be a dominating vector of (2)—
(3). Then the vector (x∗f,` ) defined as in (4) is an ε-group-stable matching, where ε = ∆,
P
s
∆ = (1 + α)|S|, and α = maxf,` s∈S αf,`
.
Proof of Theorem 1. By dominating property for every column (f0 , `0 , p0 ) one of the following cases must happen:
1. For the row corresponding to family f0 the constraint binds, that is,

P

`∈L

x∗f0 ,` = 1

and for any locality `0 such that ` f0 `0 there is no contract between f0 and `0 , that
is, x∗f0 ,`0 = 0.
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2. There is a service s0 such that αfs00 ,`0 > 0 and the corresponding constraint binds, that
P
P
s0
· x∗f,`0 ,p = 1. Furthermore, row (`0 , s0 ) weakly prefers all contracts
is, f ∈F p∈Pf,` αf,`
0
x∗f,`0 ,p > 0 to contract xf0 ,`0 ,p0 .
Fix a locality `, consider F 0 ⊆ F to be the set of families that are missing out on locality
` under matching x∗ := (x∗f,`,p ). To prove that x∗ is a ∆-group-stable matching, we need to
∗
∗
show that Ve (F`x ) ≥ Ve (F`x ∪ F 0 ) − ∆.

Note that the dual (D) of the linear program LIN` (F 00 ) is:

minimize

X

ps` +

qf

f ∈F 00

s∈S

subject to

X

X

qf +

s
αf,`
· ps` ≥ vf,`

for every f ∈ F 00 ,

s∈S

for every s ∈ S, f ∈ F 00 .

ps` ≥ 0, qf ≥ 0

Observe that the dual variables ps` and qf correspond to the primal constraints of the linear
program LIN` (F 00 ). Let price vector p̄` be the coordinate-wise minimum over the set of all
price vectors p such that x∗f,`,p > 0 for some family f . And let q̄f = 0 if the corresponding
P
s
primal constraint is not binding (i.e., if xf,` < 1) and q̄f = vf,` − s∈S αf,`
· p̄s` otherwise. We
now state two key claims that we prove in Appendix B.1.
Claim 1. If x∗f,` > 0, then q̄f +
Claim 2. If

P

f ∈F

P

s∈S

s
αf,`
· p̄s` ≥ vf,` − 

s
αf,`
· x∗f,` < 1, then p̄s` ≤ 

P

s∈S

P

s∈S

s
αf,`
.

s
αf,`
, and if x∗f,` < 1 then q̄f = 0.

Intuitively, the first claim says that if the primal variable is slack, then the corresponding
dual constraint must be binding when  goes to 0. The second claim says that if the primal
constraint is slack, then the corresponding dual variable must be zero when  goes to 0.
By Claims 1, 2, and the way q̄f was chosen, we have

!
q̄f +

X

s
αf,`

·

p̄s`

− vf,`

· x∗f,` ≤ 0 for every family f,

s∈S
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(5)

!

!
1−

X

s
· x∗f,`
αf,`

· p̄s` ≤

1−

X

s
· x∗f,`
αf,`

·  · α,

(6)

f ∈F

f ∈F

1 − x∗f,` q̄f = 0.


(7)

Now adding (7), (8), and (9) over all possible f and s,
!
X

p̄s` +

s

X

q̄f −

X

f

vf,` x∗f,` ≤ α

X

1−

XX

s

f

≤ α

X

s

f

p̄s` +

X

s
αf,`
· x∗f,`

(for every service s)

1

s

= α|S|.

This implies that
X

vf,` x∗f,` ≥

X
s

f

q̄f − α|S|.

f

Note that (p̄` , q̄f ) is not a feasible solution for the dual but (p̂` , q̄f ) is a feasible solution,
where p̂` = p̄` + . Hence,
X
f

vf,` x∗f,` ≥

X
s

p̂s` +

X

q̄f − |S| − α|S| =

X
s

f

p̂s` +

X

q̄f − (1 + α)|S|.

f

Therefore, the dominating vector x∗ is ∆-group stable matching.
Theorem 1 shows that the vector (x∗f,` ) obtained from the dominating vector is a fractional
-group-stable matching. Theorem 1 does not, however, provide a finite algorithm to find an
exact fractional group-stable matching. Our next theorem shows that we obtain an exact
fractional group-stable matching if the price increment  is chosen to be small enough.
Theorem 2. There exists ∗ > 0, such that if the price increment  < ∗ , then the matching (x∗f,` ) obtained from the dominating vector (x∗f,`,p ) as in (4) is a fractional group-stable
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matching.
The proof of Theorem 2 is surprisingly simple so we provide it immediately.
Proof. According to Lemma 1, a dominating vector is a vertex of the polytope defined by
(2)—(3). Hence, the matching (x∗f,` ) is also a vertex of the following matching polytope:
X

s
αf,`
· xf,` ≤ 1

for all ` ∈ L, s ∈ S,

xf,` ≤ 1

for all f ∈ F.

f ∈F

X
`∈L

Let X be the set of these vertices that do not correspond to a fractional group-stable matching. There is a finite number of vertices, hence X is a finite set. We want to show that when
 is small enough, the matching (x∗f,` ) cannot be one of the vertices in X.
If a vector x ∈ X is not a fractional group-stable matching, then there exists x > 0 such
that x is not a x -group-stable fractional matching. Let

min := min x > 0.
x∈X

According to Theorem 1 for a price increment  the fractional matching (x∗f,` ) is a vertex
and is ∆-group-stable. If ∆ < min , then this dominating vector cannot belong to X. This
shows that it is a fractional group-stable matching.

4

Near-feasible group-stable integral matchings

Armed with a fractional group-stable matching which we obtained via Scarf’s Lemma, we
can now state our main result.
Theorem 3. For any fractional group-stable matching, there is polynomial time algorithm
that finds an integral group-stable matching that does not decrease the total number of
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matched families if any service capacity of any locality can be increased by at most
!
max
f,`

X

s
αf,`

.

s∈S

Proof. See Appendix B.2
Theorem 3 says that from any fractional group-stable matching we can obtain an integral
s
is the
group-stable matching that only mildly violates capacity constraints. Recall that αf,`

fraction of the capacity of service s that family f requires at `. Therefore, the maximum
column sum represents the relative “size” of the “largest” unit agent. Therefore, if all unit
agents are fairly small relative to the capacity of the multi-unit agents, constraint violations
will be minimal. As show in the next section, in practice, constraint violations can be much
smaller than what is suggested by theoretical worst case described in Theorem 3.
However, Theorem 3 is silent about how much the values of localities’ objectives change
in a integral group-stable matching when we round from a nearby fractional group-stable
matching. In the proof of Theorem 3, we show that some probabilities that f is matched
to ` (i.e. contracts) in the original fractional matching are rounded down to 0. This could
potentially lead to a large loss in value of the objective for such localities. Our next result
that loss in the values of localities’ objectives can also be bounded. Let us scale vf,` (i.e.,
the value of each family to each locality) to βf,` so that the scaled value of the objective of
each locality with respect to coefficient βf,` and with respect to the dominating vector is 1.
The reason for scaling the cardinal values of the objectives of localities to 1 is to guarantee
comparability across localities. We are now ready to present our final result.
Theorem 4. For any fractional group-stable matching, there exists a polynomial time algorithm that finds an integral group-stable matching that does not decrease the total number of
matched families. Furthermore,
• the capacity of any service at any service increases by at most α, and
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• value of the objective for each locality does not decrease by more than α,
where α = maxf,` βf,` +

P

s∈S


s
.
αf,`

Proof. See Appendix B.3
Theorem 4 shows that it is possible to obtain an integral group-stable matching from any
fractional group-stable that would neither significantly violate service capacity constraints
nor cause a large decrease in value of the objective for any locality.

4.1

Iterative Rounding Algorithm

To prove Theorems 3 and 4, we introduce the Iterative Rounding (IR) algorithm which
finds an integral group-stable matching from any fractional group-stable matching. This
algorithm is similar to the one in Nguyen and Vohra (2018). The IR algorithm starts from a
dominating vector (which may, of course, be fractional) and iteratively rounds this vector to
a dominating integral solution. This rounding eventually produces an integral group-stable
matching that may violate capacity constraints of some of the localities.
Specifically, the IR algorithm rounds the vector (x∗f,` ) to an integer vector (x̄f,` ). The
integral vector (x̄f,` ) corresponds to an integral matching. For (x̄f,` ) to be group-stable with
respect to the new constraints we require that (x̄f,` ) satisfy properties stated in the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. Let (x∗f,`,p ) be a (fractional) dominating vector of A · (xf,`,p ) ≤ 1. Then let (x̄f,`,p )
be a non-negative integral vector satisfying the following properties:
1. for a family f and locality `, if x∗f,`,p = 0, then x̄f,`,p = 0,
2. for a family f if

P

`,p

x∗f,`,p = 1 then

P

`,p

x̄f,`,p = 1.

Finally, let A · (x̄f,`,p ) = κ0 . Then (x̄f,` ) obtained from (x̄f,`,p ) is a group-stable matching with
respect to κ0 .
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Proof. Property 1 ensures that the support of (x̄f,`,p ) is contained within the support of
(x∗f,`,p ). Property 2 ensures that if a family is matched to a locality with probability 1 under
(x∗f,`,p ), it is also matched to that locality under (x̄f,`,p ) with probability 1. This means
that if a constraint binds under (x∗f,`,p ), then it also binds under (x̄f,`,p ). Both properties are
necessary to make sure that the rounded solution (x̄f,`,p ) continues to be a dominating vector
with respect to the new capacity constraints. Then by Theorem 2, (x̄f,` ) is a group-stable
matching.
Let us provide some intuition behind the the IR algorithm before stating it formally.
Throughout the IR algorithm, all integral components of x∗ will remain fixed. At each nonterminal step, we solve an updated linear program that corresponds to the matching polytope
and satisfies both properties stated in Lemma 2. The key observation here is that because of
the sparsity of the constraint matrix, either (i) the solution of this updated linear program
will have new integral components, or (ii) we can find a constraint that contains very few
non-zero variables so even when we delete this constraint the new solution will not lead to a
large violation of this constraint. If we are in Case (i), we fix the integral components of the
solution. If we are in Case (ii), we delete the constraints and re-update the linear program.
This iterative procedure continues until we round all fractional components of x∗ either to 1
or to 0.
The IR algorithm is stated formally in Figure 1. In this algorithm the matrix A is the
constraint matrix of the matching polytope. In the proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 we
describe the construction of matrix A in more detail.

5

Empirical illustration

We now illustrate the IR algorithm using real-world data from refugee resettlement. We
also compare the performance of the IR algorithm with a natural adaptation of the Deferred
Acceptance (DA) algorithm.
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Figure 1: Iterative Rounding Algorithm (v, A)
v is a linear objective and A is the constraint matrix. We specify them later.
Step 0: Initiate xopt = x∗ .
Step 1: If xopt is integral, stop and output xopt ; otherwise continue either
to Step 2a or 2b.
Step 2a: If any coordinate of xopt is integral, fix the values of those
coordinates, update the linear program as following and then move to Step
3.
Linear Program Update: Let B and B̄ be the set of columns of A that correspond to the non-integer- and integer-valued coordinates of xopt respectively.
Let AB and AB̄ be the sub-matrix of A that consists of columns in A and
the complement B̄. For vector x, let xB and xB̄ be the sub-vector of x that
consists of all coordinates in B and B̄. The updated linear program is:
max{vB · xB : AB · xB ≤ 1 − AB̄ · xopt
}
B̄
.
In other words, we replace v by vB , x by xB , A by AB , and 1 by 1−AB̄ ·xopt
B̄
Step 2b: If all coordinates of xopt are fractional, we show that there is row
of A with small row sum. (We specify it later.) Delete the corresponding
constraint from the linear program. Update the linear program and move
to Step 3.
Step 3: Solve the updated linear program to get an extreme point solution.
Let this be the new xopt and return to Step 1.
The algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps and outputs a 0-1
vector xOU T (such that v · xOU T ≥ v · x∗ ).

5.1

Data

We used anonymized data on refugees and localities (known as “affiliates”) provided by the
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS). The data cover resettlement of refugees without US
ties for fiscal year 2017 (i.e., starting on October 1, 2016, and ending on September 30, 2017).
We dropped new localities and localities which only resettled a handful of refugees. We have
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12 remaining localities. There are 200 families and 538 resettled refugees in our data. For
every refugee family, we observe the number of adults, children, and seniors in that family.
There are a total of 230 refugee children (under 18 years old), 304 refugee adults, and 4
refugee are seniors (over 65 years old) in our data.

5.2

Simulation setup

No data on refugees’ preferences over localities is currently being collected. Therefore, in
each of the 30 simulation rounds, we drew each family’s preferences over localities independently from a uniform distribution. This is the strongest test of IR algorithm because more
correlated preferences are likely to require less capacity adjustment in order to produce a
group-stable outcome.
The value of family f at locality ` (i.e., vf,` ) is the estimated employment likelihood
of that family at the locality. The employment likelihoods were estimated by Trapp et al.
(2018) who applied several machine learning methods to eight years of HIAS resettlement
data.
Actual resettlement numbers in each locality are typically very close to the governmentapproved capacities. For our service constraints, we used the actual number of adults,
children, and seniors resettled to each locality in fiscal year 2017. Therefore, each locality
has a three-dimensional service constraint on the number of refugees it can resettle. We
can consider these age-specific constraints as proxies for constraints on services provided in
each locality (e.g., kindergarten and school places, job training, and senior care). Since each
locality has three constrains, we have 36 constraints in total. The sparsity of the constraint

P
s
matrix, (i.e., maxf,`
s∈S αf,` ) is equal to 68%.
The (greedy) Deferred Acceptance algorithm works as follows. In each step, an unmatched family f proposes to the most preferred locality ` from which f has not yet been
rejected. Then, the choice set of locality ` includes all families that are currently matched
with the locality and family f . Locality ` then chooses a subset of families from its choice set
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that maximizes its objective function. If a family is not chosen, it is rejected. The algorithm
terminates when there is no unmatched family or every family has proposed to all localities
on its list. We compare the performance of the IR algorithm and of the DA algorithm after
30 simulation rounds.
DA algorithm
Matched families
189 (1.5)
Matched refugees
487 (9.0)
Total employment
92.87 (1.9)
Blocking pairs
199 (86.8)

Our algorithm
193 (1.4)
509 (8.6)
93.91 (1.8)
0

Table 2: Simulation results: Mean values (standard deviation) over 30 rounds

5.3

Results

Table 2 summarizes the performance of the IR and the DA algorithms. The IR algorithm
slightly outperforms the DA algorithm on every measure. The DA algorithm matches 94.5%
of families and 90.5% refugees to localities on average while the IR algorithm matches 96.5%
of families and 94.6% of refugees. The DA algorithm produces outcomes with 199 blocking
pairs on average. The IR algorithm, however, produces no blocking pairs and even slightly
outperforms the DA algorithm on expected employment.
How much does the IR algorithm violate capacity constraints? The maximal capacity
constraint violation across all dimensions and across all 30 simulation rounds is just 22.2%.3
However, the average (over 30 rounds) maximal constraint violations is 13.1%. Note that the
maximal capacity violations are much smaller than the sparsity of the constraint matrix. If
we consider only violated constraints, the average constraint violation is 7.5%. If we consider
all constraints (by assigning a zero percent violation to any constraint that is not violated),
then the average constraint violation is just 1%.
On average, the IR algorithm violates 5 out of 36 constraints (with a standard deviation
3

The maximal violation occurs at the number of children constraint at a locality that can accommodate at
most 9 children, 16 adults, and 6 seniors. Since the children capacity constraint is small, even an insignificant
absolute adjustment of the capacity appears to be a large proportional violation.
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Figure 2: Average capacity under IR algorithm vs. actual capacity across all localities (number of children constraint). Circles indicate localities where the constraint on the number of
children was violated on average.
of 1.5). The constraint with the most number of violations is violated 22 times out of 30 and
its average violation is 7.6%. Across 30 rounds, 21 out of 36 constraints are never violated
in any round. Therefore, only 15 out of 36 constraints are violated in at least one round.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the violation of the number of children and number of adults
constraints across all localities (the senior constraint is never violated). The constraint on
the number of children is violated (on average) in four localities while the constraint on the
number of adults is violated in one locality.

6

Conclusion

This paper analyzed fractional group-stable matchings in a model of many-to-one matching
with multidimensional knapsack constraints. Using Scarf’s Lemma, we developed an algorithm that finds an integral group-stable matching by minimally relaxing of these knapsack
constraints. The constraint violation and the value loss are proportional to the relative “size”
of the largest agent ensuring good performance in a variety of important applications.
Our simulation results based on refugee resettlement data suggest that the error bounds in
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Figure 3: Average capacity under IR algorithm vs. actual capacity across all localities
(number of adults constraint). Circles indicate localities where the constraint on the number
of adults was violated on average.
practice are much smaller than the worst case provided by the theory. Hence, our algorithm
offers a new practical solution, which is more stable and can be more efficient than the
outcomes generated by the (greedy) Deferred Acceptance algorithm.
There are several directions for further work. First, one could introduce minimum quotas
or other types of complex distributional constraints. Second, one could consider nonlinear
objective functions for multi-unit agents or allow unit agents to have preferences over other
unit agents. Third, one could study strategic properties of our solution in large markets.
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APPENDIX
A

Complementary Slackness Theorem

Lemma A.1. Let (P ) and (D) be the primal and dual linear programming problems, respectively.

max{cT x : Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0} (P )
min{bT x : AT y ≥ c, y ≥ 0} (D)

Then x∗ and y ∗ are optimal of (P ) and (D), respectively, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
!
bi −

X

aij xj

!
yi = 0 and

X

j

B
B.1

aij yi − cj

xj = 0.

i

Proofs
Proofs of Claims 1 and 2

Here we prove the two claims needed for Theorem 1. The first claim says that if the primal
variable is slack, then the corresponding dual constraint must be binding when  goes to 0.
Proof of Claim 1. Consider two cases:
P
s
Case 1: x∗f,` = 1, then q̄f + s∈S αf,`
· p̄s` = vf,` .
P
s
Case 2: x∗f,` < 1, then q̄f = 0. For the sake of contradiction, suppose s∈S αf,`
· p̄s` <
P
s
vf,` −  s∈S αf,`
. We look at the price vector p̂ whose each constraint price is  higher than
the minimum price p̄s` . Then clearly p̂` is a feasible price vector for locality ` and family f
P
s
since s∈S αf,`
· p̂s` < vf,` . It implies that there exists a column (f, `, p̂) in Q corresponding
to that price. Now for any service s ∈ S, the row (`, s) prefers column (f, `, p̂) to the column
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containing the minimum price p̄s` . Note that the column (f, `, p̂) cannot be dominated by any
row corresponding to a family since x∗f,` < 1. Therefore, column (f, `, p̂) is not dominated
by x∗ , contradiction.
The second claim says that if the primal constraint is slack, then the corresponding dual
variable must be zero when  goes to 0.
Proof of Claim 2. The latter statement is trivial by the definition of q̄f , we just need to prove
the former statement. Suppose it is not true. We look at the price whose each constraint
price for any service s0 6= s is  higher than the minimum price and the constraint price
for service s is lower by the total gap between other constraints. Then it is easy to see
that there exists a column corresponding to that price, and that column is not dominated,
contradiction.

B.2

Proof of Theorem 3

Proof of Theorem 3. We first show how to apply IR algorithm. Let the linear objective v
capture the total number of families assigned in a matching. Note that we can also weight
these families according to their size.
Recall that xf,` the sum of all the contracts between family f and locality ` over all
P
possible prices, xf,` = p xf,`,p . Therefore, equations (2) and (3) are respectively equivalent
to
X
s
αf,`
· xf,` ≤ 1

for every ` ∈ L and s ∈ S,

(B.1)

for every f ∈ F.

(B.2)

f ∈F

X

xf,` ≤ 1

`∈L

We apply the (IR) algorithm to the system (B.1,B.2) with some ultility function u where
P
u ≥ 0, for example, u is the total number of matched families u =
f,` xf,` . Let A be
the constraint matrix associated with locality constraint (B.1). Then the constraint can be
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expressed as Ax ≤ 1. Define approximate constraint of (B.1) as

Ax ≤ κ0 ,

where κ0 ≤ 1 + α and α = maxf

P

s∈S

(B.3)

s
αf,`
. The IR algorithm takes as input an extreme

point of (B.1, B.2), say (x∗f,` ). It then rounds (x∗f,` ) into a 0-1 vector (x̄f,` ) that satisfies
(B.2) and (B.3). Note that at an extreme point there does not exist any pair of (f, `) such
that there are two contracts x(f,`,p) > 0 and x(f,`,p0 ) > 0. It means that for each xf,` > 0,
there is a unique price p such that x(f,`,p) > 0. So after rounding, we can use the same price
to set the value of x̄f,`,p = x∗f,`,p . It is easy to see that (x̄f,`,p ) satisfies Lemma 2. Note that
to make sure the second property in Lemmma 2 holds, when applying the IR algorithm if
initially a constraint was binding with respect to (x∗f,` ) (or r.s.p (x∗f,`,p )) then that constraint
must be binding with respect to (x̄f,` ) (or r.s.p (x̄f,`,p )). Therefore when updating the linear
program in step (2a) we ensure that all equalities are preserved.
Beginning with (x∗f,` ), the algorithm executes step (2a). Remove from (1,3) all variables
xf,` that are integral and adjust the right hand sides of (1) accordingly. Thus, a variable set
to 0 or 1 by (x∗f,` ) is fixed at 0 or 1 respectively in all subsequent iterations. In the remaining
system, pick a non-negative extreme point that optimizes the vector u and repeat. At some
iteration we may obtain an extreme point whose each variable is non-integer, call it (x∗f,` ).
At this point we must execute step (2b), identifying a constraint to be removed. We show
that there always exists a constraint such that
X

s
αf,`
· dx∗f,` e ≤ 1 + α.

f

To prove that, assume for the sake of contradiction that
X

s
αf,`
· dx∗f,` e > 1 + α.

f
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(B.4)

We use (B.4) to contradict the fact that (x∗f,` ) is an extreme point. We will use the
following property. The number of non-zero variables in an extreme point is equal to the
number of linearly independent and binding constraints.
Given the extreme point (x∗f,` ), we credit each non-zero variable a single token. We then
redistribute the tokens to binding, linearly independent constraints in a particular way.
s
Credit x∗f,` token to the constraint corresponding to (B.2). Credit αf,`
·

1−x∗f,`
α

to each

constraint of ` corresponding to service s.
If the constraint corresponding to (B.2) binds, then the number of tokens this constraint
P ∗
credited with is
xf,` = 1. For a binding constraint corresponding to locality ` and service
s, we have
X

s
αf,`
x∗f,` = 1.

f

The total quantity of tokens this constraint obtained is
X
f

s
αf,`

1 − x∗f,`
1
> (1 + α − 1) = 1.
α
α

Thus, any binding constraint in (B.1) is credited with more than 1 token. It implies that
the number of non-zero variables is larger than the number of linearly independent binding
constraints.
To conclude, since (x̄f,`,p ) satisfies Lemma 2, (x̄f,` ) is an integral group-stable matching.
During the IR algorithm we only drop constraints, hence the objective function v · x does
not decrease. This show that the total number of families assigned by integral group stable
matching is at least by the fractional one.
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B.3

Proof of Theorem 4

Proof of Theorem 4. To show that value of the objective for each locality does not decrease
too much after rounding, we add the following constraint for each locality.

X

βf,` · xf,` ≥ 1.

(B.5)

f ∈F

Then we apply the (IR) algorithm to the system (B.1, B.2, B.5) with the utility function
u. The only difference in this case compared to the previous case is that when executing
step (2b) the constraint to be removed can be either
1. A constraint that satisfying

P

f

2. Or a constraint that satisfying

s
αf,`
· dx∗f,` e ≤ 1 + α (like in previous case).

P

f

βf,` · x∗f,` ≤ α.

Intuitively, the first one to ensure that the rounded solution does not violate the constraint
by no more than α, while the second one to make sure that the total utility of each locality
does not decrease by more than α.
Now, we will prove that there always exists a constraint that satisfying either one of the
two conditions above. Again, for the sake of contradiction, assume that
X

s
αf,`
· dx∗f,` e > 1 + α, and

f

X

βf,` · x∗f,` > α.

f

We will use these two conditions to contradict the fact that (x∗f,` ) is an extreme point.
We make a slightly change for credit distributions as following.
Given the extreme point (x∗f,` ), we credit each non-zero variable a single token. We
then redistribute the tokens to binding, linearly independent constraints in a particular way.
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s
Credit αf,`
·

1−x∗f,`
α

to each constraint ` corresponding to service s, credit βf,` ·

x∗f,`
α

to the

β

βf,`
(1
α

− x∗f,` ) + (1 − αf,` )x∗f,` .
P s ∗
If the constraint corresponding to (B.1) binds, then f αf,`
xf,` = 1. Thus, the total

constraint corresponding to (B.5), and credit

quantity of tokens this constraint credited is
X

s
αf,`
(1

−

x∗f,` )

f

1
=
α

!
X

s
αf,`

−

X

f

s
αf,`
x∗f,`

f

>

1
(1 + α − 1) = 1.
α

The total quantity of tokens obtained of the constraint (B.5) is
X

βf,` ·

f

x∗f,`
1
1X
βf,` · x∗f,` > · α = 1.
=
α
α f
α

Finally, if the constraint corresponding to (B.2) binds, then

P

`∈L

x∗f,` = 1. If each

constraint is credited x∗f,` , then clearly the total quantity of token that constraint obtained
is 1. If each constrained is credited 1 − x∗f,` , then the total quantity of tokens that constraint
P
P
P
obtained is ` (1 − x∗f,` ) = ` 1 − ` x∗f,` ≥ 2 − 1 = 1 since there are always at least two
localities in fractional case. Note that

βf,`
(1
α

− x∗f,` ) + (1 −

βf,`
)x∗f,`
α

is a convex combination

of (1 − x∗f,` ) and x∗f,` . Therefore, the total quantity of tokens this constraint obtained is at
least 1.
Thus, any binding constraint is credited with more than 1 token. It implies that the
number of non-zero variables is larger than the number of linearly independent binding
constraints, contradiction.
Since we remove a utility constraint only when

P

f

βf,` · x∗f,` ≤ α. Hence, we throw away

at most α when rounding, which implies that value of the objective for each locality does
not decrease by more than α.
Similar to the argument of Theorem 3, We choose the linear objective v to capture
the total (weighted) number of families assigned. During the IR algorithm we only drop
constraints, hence the objective function v · x does not decrease. This show that the total
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number of families assigned by integral group stable matching is at least by the fractional
one.
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